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Decision 99-03 -026 

MAIL DATE 
3/4/99 

BEFORE TilE punLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF TilE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Mattcr of the Application ofSouthcm 
Califomia Gas Company (U940-G) for 
Authority to Review its Rates Effective 
January 1, 1997, in its Biennial Cost 
Allocation Proceeding. 

In the Matter ofthe Application of San 
Dicgo Gas & Electric Company (U 902-0) 
for Authority to Revise its Ratcs Effective 
January I, 1997 in its Biennial Cost 
Allocation Proceeding. 

@[m~'®li~JIAl~ 
Application 96-03-031 
(Filed March 15, 1996) 

Application 96-04-030 
(Filed April 15, 1996) 

ORDER GRANTING LIMITED REHEARING 
TO CLARIFV DECISION (D.) 98-07-100 

AND DENYING REHEARING 0.' THE DECISION. AS t\IODIFJED 

II INTH.ODUCfION 

In D.98-07-100, we disposed of the applications for rcht'aring of 0.97-04-

082, filed by the City of Long Beach and The Utility Reform Network ("TURN"), and the 

petition for modification oftMs decision, filed by the GOlec of Ratcpaycr Advocates 

("ORA"). D.97-04·082 involved the 1996 Bicnnial Cost Allocation Proceeding 

("neAP") applications filed by Southem Califomia Gas Company ("SoCaIGasU
) and San 

Diego Gas and Electric Company. (D.98-07-100, pp. I.) \Ve also disposed of the petition 

for modification ofD.97-04, filed by the Omce of Rafepayer Advocales ("ORA") in this 

decision. (D.98-07-100, pp. 4 & 20.) 

Among the issues we considered in 0.97-04-082 were those involving the 

relinquishments by SoCalGas of interstate Ilipeline capacity on bolh the EI Paso and 
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Transwestern pipelines. As a fesult of these relinquishments (Of step-downs), there were 

benefits and costs. The relinquishments resulted in a reduction in the pipeline demand 

charges allocated to SoCalGas' customers, as well as "surcharges" allocated to firnl 

capacity holders through pipeline rate case seUlements adopted at the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission ("FERC"). (0.97-04-082, pp. 73-75 (slip op.).) In 0.97-04-082, 

We deternlined that the noncore customers would receive the benefits of the 

relinquishments, and both the core and noncore would bear responsibility for the 

"surcharges," based upon the amount ofcapacity reserVed for each of these classes of 

customers. (D.97-04·082, p. 74 (slip op.).) 

In 0.98·07·100, the Commission discussed in much detail how the 

"surcharges" resulting from the stepdowns wete not new costs,! but constituted the same 

transition costs which the noncore customers were made responsible for in its previous 

Capacity Drokering decisions (0.91·11-025 and 0.92-07-025), but in a reduced amount. 

(0.98-07·100, pp. 8·11.) Thus, the Commission concluded that it erred in 0.97-04-082 

by treating the·se "surcharges" as new costs, and allocating these "surcharges" in a manner 

inconsistent with its prcvious decisions. Rather than modifying 0.97-04·082 to make it 

consistent with its Capacity Drokering decisions, the Commission decided to grant a 

limited rehearing so as to specifically address the allocation issues (sec D.98·07·1 00, pp. 

12·14.), and to reach a decision based on an adequate record . 

. Applications for Rehearing of 0.98-01· 100, wcre filed by Califomia 

Industrial Group and California Manufacturers Association (jointly, uCIG/CMA"); 

Southern California Gas Company (HSoCalGasU
); Southern California Utility Power. Pool 

and Imperial Irrigation Oistrict (jointly, uSCUPPflIO")l; and Southern Califomia Edison 

! In D.98·07-IOO, the Commission noted that the costs resulting from the relinquishment of capadt)· on EI Paso 
b)' Pacific Gas and EltXtric Company and a small amount by others were arguably new costs. 0.98·01-100 also 
granted a limited rehearing to address the allocation of these costs. (0.98·01-)OO, pp. 13.) 

1 In their joint rehearing application, SCUPP and 110 noted that their application was supported by the Southern 
California Generation Coalition ("SCGC"), the members of which, in addition h) SCUPP and lID. are Houston 
Industries Power Generation, rnC'. and Williams Energy Group. 
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Company ("Edison"). The following challenges are raiscd: the Commission erred in 

determining that the "surcharges" were not new costs; 0.98-07-100. is inconsistent with 

the allocation policies adopted in 0.92-07-0.25 and unsupported by the record; there was 

no need to grant a limited rehearing because there was evidence in the record to support 

the allocation ad~pted in D.97-0.4-0.82; the Commission did not cOll1ply with Public 

Utilities Code Section 170.5 by failing to resolve the sufficiency of the evidence issue 

raised by TURN; the granting of limited rehearing was beyond the retiefrequested in 

TURNts application; 0.98·0.1 .. 10.0. contemplates an unlawfulrctroactlve allocation of the 

surcharges; the Commission has committed legal error by prejUdging the outcome ofthe 

rehearing authorized by the challenged decision, 0.98-07-100 is inconsistent with past 

decisions in. its discussion concerning the surcharges associated with the stepdowns by 

customers other than SoCatGas; and 0.98-0.7-10.0. is inconsistent with the recently 

enacted Senate Bill ("S.B.") 160.2. 

Responses were flied by The Utility Refoml Network ("TURN"), the Ofnce 

of Ratepayer Advocates ("ORA"), and SCUppnID. In their responses TURN and ORA 

oppose the applications for rchearing. In their response, SCUppnlD supports the S.B. 

1602 argument raised by the rehearing applicants. 

\Ve have rcviewed each and e\'ery allegation raised in the rehearing 

applications. \Ve are still of the opinion that we erred in D.97·04-082 by concluding that 

the "surcharges" were new costs, and ordering an allocation ofthesc costs in a manner 

inconsistent with prcvious Commission decisions. We also believc that the granting ofa 

limited rehearing in D.98·0.7-1 00 was lawful for the reasons described below. Thus, we 

conclude that the legal arguments raised in the applications for rehearing have 110 merit. 

Ilowc\'er, the applications for rehearing do suggest thc need for clarification of some of 

our determinations in 0.98·07-100. 'Dms. we will grant a limited rehearing, soJely for the 

purpose of modifying 0.98·07-100 in the manner discussed below. The modifications 

involve the scope of the Interstate Transportation Cost Surcharge ("ITCS tI
) issues in the 

.). 
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limited rehearing granted in D.98-07-100; the need to revise D.97·0-1·082 to correct the 

error in that decision; and the addition of a brief explanation in 0.98·07·100 as to why the 

record was inadequate. Thus. the applications for rehearing of 0.98-07-100, as modified, 

should be denied. 

Following the filing ()fthese applications for rehearing, there have been other 

related filings. On September 14, 1998. SCUPP/IID filed a motion for stay ofthe 

proceedings ordered in the D.98·07·100. Responses Were filed by SoCalGas, CIG/CMA, 

and Edison. On October 16, 1998, Edison, SoCalGas, Southern Cali(ornia Generation 

Coalition ("SCGC"), and CIG/CMAjointly filed for a (notion for reconsideration of the 

Oral Ruling of the Administrative Law Judge eALJ") at the September 16, 1998 

Prehearing Conference. On October 21, 1998, an Assigned Commissioner's Ruling 

(ltACRU) was issued on the motion for stay and the inotion for reconsideration. lbe ACR 

denied both motions. On October 26, 1998, SCGC, CIG/CMA, Edison, and SoCalGas 

jointly filed an appeal to the full Commission of the ALJ's RuJing ofSepfembet 16, 1998. 

TURN submitted a response to this filing. The sante parties to the joint appeal of the 

ALJ>s Ruling of September 16, 1998 also flied on November 10, 1998, ajoint appeal of 

the ACR to the full Commission. On December 23, 1998, SoCalGas filed a motion to 

suspend the procedural schedule for the proceedings ordered in 0.98·07-100, because the 

United States Court of Appeals issued a decision on December II, 1998, which reversed 

and remanded the FERC order that approv~d a settlement proposed by EJ Paso Natural 

Gas Company and most of its customers regarding the ratemaking trealnient associated 

with the relinquishment of firm interstate capacity on the El Paso system by SoCalGas, 

Pacific Gas and Electric company, and other finn shippers. TURN and ORA filed ajoint 

response opposing the ntotion to suspend the procedural schedule. In a ruling issued 

I~cbruary 9, 1999, the ALJ denied the motion, and ordered that evidentiary hearings 

would pro<:ecd as planned from ~farch 15, 1999 to March 19, 1999. 
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Because the joint appeals arc related to the limited rehearing granted in D.98-

07- J 00, we will dispose ofthcse pending appeals in the manner described below. Also, 

after a careful consideration of the arguments raised in the pleadings on SoCalGas' 

Motion to Suspend the Procedural Schedule, we a01ml in today~s decision the ALJ's 

Ruling of Fcbruary 9, 1998, which denies this motion. 

II. DISCUSSION 

1. D.98-07-100 (orrcetl)' determIned that the "surcharges" 
related to SoCalGas' relinquishments of (apadty on the EI 
Paso and Transwestern pipelines were not new costs but 
were the same transition (Osfs that the noncore was made 
responslble (or In the Capacity Brokering Decisions, and 
lawfully granted a limited rehearing on the allo(ation issues. 

l11e crux of the arguments in the rehearing applications is the Commission's 

detemlination in D.98-07-100 that the allocation of the "surcharges" resulting from the 

s(epdo\\n capacity in 0.97-04-092 was erroneous because the classification ofthese 

"surcharges" as new costs in D.97-04-082 was wrong. (See D.98·07-100, pp. 8-11.) In 

D.98-07-IOOJ we fully explained why we erred. (Sec D.98-07-100, pp. 8·11.) Rather 

than repeat that discussion here, we briefly note that our detem\ination in 0.98-07-100 

regarding the definition of the "surcharges" resulting from SoCalGas' relinquishment of 

the capacity on EI Paso and Transwcstem was correct. This detennil1ation is supported 

by our Capacity Drokering decisions (Re Natural Gas Procurement and Reliability Issues 

("Capacity Brokcring Decision") [0.91-11-025] (1991) 41 Ca1.P.U.C.2d 668 and Re 

Natural Gas Procurement and Rcliabilit)' Issue~ C'Capacity Biokering Implementation 

Decision") (1).92.07.025] (1992) 45 Ca1.P.U.C.2d 47), and the FERC decisions on the El 

I'aso and Transwcstem Settlements (HI Paso Natural Gas Company (1997) 79 F.E.R.C. 

,61,084, p. 61,1 J 8;1 and Transwcstcm "incline Company (1995) 72 F.E.R.C. 161,085, 

~ Although the u.s. Court of Appeal r«ently reversed the FERC approval of the EI Paso Settlement, this does 
nol a ffe, 1 the discussion about the da~sification of the surcharges as being the sante lTCS costs that the nonCOre 

·5-
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pp. 61,445·61,446, rehrg. denied, Transwestern Pipeline ComPJillY (1995) 73 F.E.R.C. 

'61,089). Based on our review of these decisions. we correctly detennined that legal 

error had been committed in D.97·04·082 wh~n we mistakenly concluded that the 

"sJ.lrcharges" were new costs, and adopted an a1location of these "surcharges" based on 

this error. Further, our Capacity Brokering decisions support our conclusion that 

allocation of the "surcharges" adopted in D.97·04-082 was inconsistent with previous 

Commission decisions. 

The rehearing applicants disagree. In particular, Edison, ·as well as SCUPP 

and liD, continue to contend that the "surcharges" frolli the FERC settlements are new 

costs, and not ITCS rosts, by arguing that the "surcharges" ate "stranded costsH of the 

FERC·regulated interstate pipeline companies resulting from the shippers' relinquishment 
. 

of their capacity rights, and advocate that "the cost of this unsubscribed capacity" should 

be allocated in the same way pipeline reservation charges arc currently allocated. 

(Edison's Application for Rehearing, pp. 12·14; sec also, SCUPPIIID's Application for 

Rehearing, pp. 6· 7.) However, these "surcharges" remain the very same transition costs 

that the noncore customers were made responsible for in Capacity Brokering 

were made responsible (or in D.92·01·0H. The Court of Appeal re\'ersed the approval b«ause FERC had 
unla" fully denied Edison any right to either se\'eran~e Or litigation against the settlement in its rote as an indired 
customer ofEi Paso. (See Southern California r:dison Company v. F.E.R.C. (D.C. Cir. 1998) 162 F.ld 116. 111 
& 120.) 

Interestingl}', in its brieflo the U.S. Court of Appeal on this same case. F..dison slated: 

"Edison requested rehearing. It reiterated that it was nol asking FERC to pas.s judgment 
on the rates (SoCalGas) charged Edison. but instead on the rates EI Paso charged 
(SoCatGas). and that tERC - not the state commission - was the proper forum (or such 
a chaltenge. Edison also pointed out that it was not chatlenging the 'allocation' of 
[SoCaIGast

) lIeS costs, as FERC had supposed, but rather the costs to Edison under the 
current lIeS atlo.cation resulting from (SoCatGas') acquiescence in EI Paso's Offer of 
Settlement." (Edison'S Brief in Southern California Edison Com pan)' v. F.E.R.C., U.S. 
Court of I\ppeal for the District of Columbia Circuit, Docket No. 91-1450. dated May 
21, 1998. p. 14, empha.sis in the original.) 

From this statement. it appears thai Edison itsel(~lie\'Cd that the surcharges resulting from the EI Paso 
sett1ement constituted lIes costs. This is (ontrary 10 what it alleges in its appli~ation for rehearing. (See 
Edisonts Application for Rehearing. pp. 12-14.) We take official notice ,,{this statement pursuant to Rule 13 of 
the Commission's Rules of Prac lice and Procedure. (Code of Reg., tit. 20, §13.) 

-6-
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Implementation Decision (0.92·07·025]. sup-ra, 45 Cal.P.U.C.2d at pp. 59·61, through the 

ITCS account. Only the amounts have been reduced as a result ofthe FERC settlements. 

This Cotl1mission has defined ITCS costs as "reasonably incurred transitioil costs, 

includin.g costs associated with gas supply contracts and with tim\ interstate pipeline 

capacity which cannot be bmkered at the rate.s bHled to the utilities by pipeline 

companies.u (Capacity Brokering Decision (D.91-II-025]. supra, 41 CaI.P.U.C.2d at p. 

705 [Finding of Fact No. 34 ].) Further, "[t]he ITCS shall be a volumetric surcharge that 

shaH appl)~ to nOncore custonter services and shaH senle to recover various interstate 

pipeline costs." (Id. at 728.) Therefore, the applicants' attempt to characterize these 

"surchargesH as new costs is rejected. 

Further, in their rehearing applications, CIG and CMA allege that it is D.98-

07-100, and not D.97-04-082, that is inconsistent with D.92-07-025. (CIG/CMA's 

Application for Rehearing, p. 8.) SCUpp and 110 also argue that 0.98·07-100 is 

inconsistent with D.92·07-025, and-violates Public Utilities Code Section 1708, by 

unlawfully reversing 0.92·01·025 without giving proper notke and an opportunity to be 

heard. (SCUPPIIID's Application for Rehearing, pp. 10-11.) SpecificaUy, these 

applicants cite to the following language in Capacity Brot-ering Implementation Decision 

[D.92·07·025]. gmra, 45 Cal.P.U.C.2d at p. 71, to support their cJaims that the surcharges 

were new costs and not ITCS costs: 

"Accordingly, we will direct the utilities to eliminate the use 
of the ITCS for each existing liability on the day that liability 
is no longer in efiect .••. Utilit)' commitments made after 
issuance ofD.91·11-025 shall not be included in the ITCS. l

! 

Relying on this language, CIG and CMA reasoned that these "surcharges" 

were creatcd after the issuance of 0.91·1 1·025. and thus by definition wcre not ITCS 

costs. Accordingly, the "surcharges" must be new costs. However, this reasonjng is 

flawed. As discussed above, these "surchargcsU were the same transition costs that 0.92 .. 

• 7 • 
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01-025 made the non core responsible for, and they did not transform into new costs or 

become eliminated when they were (coned "surcharges." 

Also, contrary to the claim in SCUPPIIID's Application for Rehearing, pp. 

10-11. these ITCS costs were not simply eliminated along with the SoCalGas' 

relinquishments on EI Paso and Transwestem. Rathert there was still remaining capacity 

not relinquished by SoCalGas that was attributable to the noncore, and accordingly, the 

nonCOre remained liable for the ITCS related to this capacity. Thus, 0.98-07-100 

comports with D.92-07-25, and the requiremenls of Public Utilities Code Section 1708 

for notice and opportunity to be heatd were not triggered. 

Consequently, we acted lawfully in granting a limited rehearing on this 

allocation issue. We had at least two options for correcting the errOr. We could have 

simply modified D.91-04-082 and made it consistent by allocating the "surcharges" in the 

manner set forth in the Capacity Brokering Implementation Decision (D.92-07-025] for 

thc allocation of lICS costs. We also had the option to grant a limited rehearing for the 

purposes of conducting an evidentiary hearing to detennine whether these ITCS costs 

resulting from the stepdown capacity should have been allocated differently, e.g. in the 

same manner as adopted in D.91-04-082. We chose the latter. 

At least threc rehearing applicants argue that" there was suOic~enl record 

evidence to support thc allocation ofthc "surcharges" in D.97-04-082, and thus, there was 

no need for an evidentiary hearing. (See CIG/CMA 's Application for Rehearing, pp. 7·8; 

SoCalGas f Application for Rehearing, pp. 3-5; Edison's Application for Rehearing, pp. 7-

8.) Ilo\\,cver, our review ofthc record disclosed that much of the evidence available was 

prcmised 011 the incorrcct assumption that the "surchargesH werc ncw costs. Thus, such 

evidencc was tainted and not rdiable, and accordingly, not adequate. (0.98·01·100, p. 

12.) Rather than rely on this evidencc, we believe that reasonable decision-making and 

fairness necessitated granting a limited rehearlng to pcmlit the parties to present reliable 

cvidence for the Commission's consideration orthis issue. (Sec Cal. \Vater & Tel. Co. v. 

·8· 
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Public Uti!. Com. (1959) 51 Cal.2d 478, 495.) Also, although there might have been 

some testimony, albeit smaJJ, that arguably might not have been tainted, there was a 

question as (0 whether this evidence was too generalized or speculative, and thus, the 

legal sufi1cicncy ofthis evidence was questionable and might not meet even the "any 

record" standard. (Southern Pac. Co. v. Public Utilities Com. (1953) 41 Cal.2d 354, 369; 

Southern Pac. Co. v. Railroad COni. (1939) 13 Cal.2d 1215, 128.) Accordingly, the 

Commission correctly granted a limited rehearing to conduct evidentiary hearings on the 

allocation issue. 

A Ithough we did observe that the evidence was n6t adequate, we did not give 

a full explanation. 1bus, we will modify D.98-07-100 (0 clearly explain \vhy we found 

the record inadequate. 

In their Joint Appeat to Fun Con'lmission of the ACR, filed November 10, 

1998 and Joint Appeal to Full Comn'lissiOn of ALJ's Ruling, filed October 26, 1998, the 

rehearing applicants have argued that the limited rehearing should include ~he question of 

whether the surcharges are "new costs" or Ircs costs. In granting a limited rehearing in 

0.98·07·100, we did not include this issue regarding the definition of the "surcharges," 

simply because we had determined based on the review of the Capacity Brokcring 

decisiOlls and the I'ERC decisions that the "surcharges" in fad were the same iTCS costs 

that the noncore customers were made responsible for in the Capacity Brokering 

decisions. As our detcnllination was a correct one, there was no need (0 takc any 

evidence on this issue in the limited rehearing. Further, through their applications and 

their appeals, the rehearing applicants havc had ample opportunity to present their 

argu,mcnts on this particular issue. As discussed above, \ve have reviewed these 

arguments, and we reject the rcquc.st to amend D.98·07·100 (0 include this issue. 

Therefore, we will deny these joint appeals asking us to reconsider the definition of the 

"surcharges," and aOinll the ALrs Ruling ofScptember 16, 1998, that the definition of 

the ClsurchargesU is not an issue in the limited rehearing. 

·9· 
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Further. SoCalGas filed a motion to Suspend Procedural Schedule because of 

the U.S. Court of Appeal Decision in Southern California Gas Company v. F.E.R.C., 

supra, which reversed the FERC's approval ofthe EI Paso Settlement, and remanded the 

case to the FERC. The ALl issued a ruling on February 9, 1998 denying this motion, on 

the grounds that the surcharges were still being collected and equity required that the 

proceedings continue. 111e ruling is legally sound. Accordingly, we amm} the ALrs 

ruling denying this motion. 

2. AlthOugh the Public Utilities Code Section 1705 argument 
is withcmt merit, D.98-07-100 Is modified to correct in 
0.97-04-082 the erroneous assumption and allocation of 
the "surcharges." 

In their joint rehearing application, CIG and CMA argue that the 

Commission failed to render any findings that the allocation ofpipeJine charges adopted 

in 0.97-04-082 was unlawful or erroneous, and thus, violated Section 1705 of Public 

Utilitlcs Code and the principles sei forth in California Manufacturers Assn. v. Public 

Utilities Com. (1979) 24 Cal.3d 251, 258. (CIG/CMA~s Application for Rehearing, p. 

4.) SoCalGas raises a similar argument, by asserting that Public Utilities Code Scetion 

1705 requires the Commission to make a finding that there was no evidence to support 

the result originall)' reached. (SoCaIGas' Application for Rehearing, p. S.) The rehearing 

applicants arc claiming that the Commission was required to resolve the sufficiency of the 

evidence issue raised in TURN's application for rehearing, which the Commission in 

D. 98-07·100 stated was unnecessar), .since it was granting rehearing of D.97·04·082. 

\Ve disagree that Publie Utilities Code Section Section 1705 requires us to 

make a "finding" on the merits regarding TURN's suOlciency of the evidence argument. 

\Ve lawfully concluded that the issue was 11100t with the granting of rehearing on grounds 

that 0.97·04-082's allocation of the "surcharges" was inconsistent with previous 

Commission decisions. Ilo\\,eve(, as discussed above and for the purposes of clarity, we 

·10 -
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will modify D.98-07-100 to explain why the record was inadequate to support the 

allocation adopted in D.97-04-082. 

Also, related to this Public Utilities Code Section 1705 question is the issue of 

whether we should have modified D.97-04·082, including the text, the findings of fact or 

the conclusions of law, when we discovered that there was a factual error as to the 

classification of the "surcharges" in D.97-04-082. \Ve saw no need to modify D.91-04-

082 to correct the error because we were granting rehearing, and in doing sO had fully 

explained in D.98-07-100 the error that we found in D.97-04 .. 82. The explanation was 

rllote than sufficient U 'to assist [a] reviewing court to ascertain the principles retied upon 

by the [C]onlmission and to detennine whether it acted arbitrarily, as well as assist parties 

to knO\ ... • why the case was lost.' " (Califomia Manufacturers Assn. v. Public Utilities 

Com., supra. 24 CalJd 251 at p. 259.) However, to be in technical compliance with 

Public Utilities Code Section 1705.lhe Commission should modify D.98-07-100 so as to 

order that the error be corrected in D.97-04-82, and to include necessary separate findings 

or faN and conclusions of law. 

3. Although the Conll'ntssfon dId not violate Public Utilities 
Code Section 1731, D.98-07-100 is modified (0 make It dear 
that the scope of the allocation issues relates to the costs 
front the stepdowns. 

In the rehearing applications, there is an allegation that D. 98-07-100 is 

inconsistent with and be}'ond the scope of TURN's Application for Rehearing ofD.97· 

04-082, and thus is contrary to PubJic Utilities Code Section 173 1 (b). (See CIG/CMA's 

Application fot Reh('aring, pp. 4-6: SOCaIGas' Application for Rehearing, pp. 7-8; 

SCUPPIIID's Application for Rehearing, pp. 7·9; Edison's Application for Reh('aring, pp. 

14-16.) The rehearing applicants interpret Public Utilities Code Section 1731 to argue 

that the Commission may only grant a request for rch('aring as to those mallers that are 

specified in the application for reh('aring. 

. II . 
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In its application for rehearing of 0.91·04-082, TURN argues that the 

decision was unlawful because it was not supported by "the record in Ihis proceeding or 

by the capacity brokering decisions." (TURN's Application for Rehearing, pp. 3-4.) In a 

petition for modification of 0.91·04-082, ORA raised the similar arguments in its appeal 

ofO.~7-04-082. (ORA's Petition for Modification of 0.97-04-082, pp. 7-13.) 

In 0.98-07-100, we agreed that the allocation of the "surcharges" from the 

stcpdown capacity in D.97-04-092 was inconsistent with previous Commission decisions. 

(0.98-07-100, pp. 7-11.) After reviewing the previous Capacity Btokering decisions and -

the FERC deCisions, we correctly concluded that we erred when we classified the 

"surcharges" as new costs, rathet than IrCS costs, and when we decided, based on this 

erroneous classification. to allocate the "surcharges" in a manner dif'tetent from the 

allocation adopted in D.92-07-025. (0.98-07-100, pp. 8-11.) Thus, in 0.98-07-100, we 

dealt with an issue that was specifically raised in TURN's rehearing application and 

ORA's petition for modification, that 0.97-04-082 was inconsistent with previous 

Commission decisions, and granted a limited rehearing OIl this specific allocation issue. 

The rehearing applicants arc concemed that the scope of the limited 

rehearing is overly broad because it appears to encompass any aspect of the allocation of 

ITCS costs adopted in D.92·07-025, rathet than merely the stepdown issues. The 

rehearing applicants' concern may be valid because although the Commission does imply 

that the issues for the limited rehearing arc related to the allocation of the 'Is(epdown 

costs," the questions posed in D.98·07·100 could leave a diOerent impre.ssion about thc 

intended scope of the anocation issues. (See 1).98·07·100, p. 13.) 

The ALl's Oral Ru1ing of September 16, 1998 correctly characterized the 

scope orthe limited rehearing gra~ted in D.98-07-100. The ALJ's prehearing conference 

statement notes: 

"lltis rehearing will not revisit the core reservation policy for 
all ITeS assignments, as SOnlC parties' comments seem to 
imply. It is a limited tehearing to allow the parties the 
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opportunity to convince the Commission that stcpdown costs 
in [SoCalGas'] nCAP should be allocated diiTerently than 
current ITCS policies would dictate." 

Since the scope of the limited rehearing on the allocation of the ITCS issue may arguably 

appear overly broad and niote sweeping than intended, D.98-07·1 00 is modified 

accordingly, and we also take the oppOrtunity to afl1rnl the scope set forth in the ALJ's 

Oral Ruling of September 16, 1998. 

Also, the rehearing applicants assert that we violated Public Utilities Code 

Section 1731(b) when we did not Hmit the rehearing to the allocation of the "surchargesH 

issues and the reliefsought in TURN's Application for Reheating. (See SoCalGas' 

Application for Rehearing, pp. 7-8; CIG/CMA's Application for Rehearing, pp. 4·5; 

Edison's Application for Rehearing, pp. 14-15; SCUPPIIID's Application for Rehearii1g~ 

pp.1-9.) As discussed above, wedid not intend in D.98-07-100 to broaden the scope of 

limited rehearing beyond the allocation of the ITCS as it specifically relates to the costs 
-

resulting from the relinquishment, and D.98-07-1 00 is modified to eliminate any possible 

misimpression. 

However, the rehearing applicants err in atguing that Public Utilities Code 

Section 1731(b) limits the Commission's authority to delineate the scope of rehearing on 

an issue raised in an application for rehearing, and is limited to granting rchearing of the 

exact rcliefsought in the application. Public Utilities Code Section 1731(b) provides, in 

relevant part: 

HAner any order or decision has been made by the 
[C]oJl1missionJ any party to the acti()n or proceeding, ... may 
apply for a rehearing in respect to any matters detcnt)ined in 
the action or proceeding and specified in the application for 
rehearing. The [C]ommisston Illay grant and hold a rehearing 
on those matters, ifin its judgment sufficient reason is made 
to appear ••.. u (Pub. Util. Code, § 1731, subd. (b).) 
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Contrary to the rehearing applicants' assertion, Public Utilities Code Section 1131 (b) 

permits us to hold "a rehearing," but does not limit the Commissi.on's authority to 

determine the scope of the rehearirig or the type of relief granted with the rehearing. 

Further, the CommissiOn bas broad authority to do all things necessary to . 
. -

discharge its cOilstitutional duty ofregulaling public utilities, in,cluding the discretion to 
" . 

detemline how it will correct an error after if grants reh~atingaild what the scope of the 

. issues for.3 rehearing on a specific matter raised iri a tehtaring application should be. 

(See Cal. Const., art. XII, §6; Pu~. Vtil. C<>d~, §10~; sec a,lso, Ford v.'-Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company (1997) 60 Cal.App.4th 696, 700.) TheCa1ifornia Supteme Court has 

obser\~ed that the authority of the Commission to do "all things, whether specifically' 
" . 

designated in the Public utilities <;ode, must be liberally construed. (Consumer Lobby 
• ~ ~ -. • - = 

Against Monopolies v. Public Utilities Coni. (l9}9) 2S Cat3d 836, 905.) No language in 

Publie Utilitie.s Code Section: 17~H{b) h~s abrogated this authority. Accordingly! wc 

. reject the rehearing applicants· interpretation of Public Utilities C6de Section 1131(b). 

4. The gra~ting ofalimfttd rehearing did nM result in 
unlawful reh'6attive ratemaking. . . 

Several of the applicants claim that D.98-01·100 contemplates an unlawful 

retroactive reallocation ofpipcHnesutchatgts, since the tariffs implementing 0.91-04-

082 were rcviewed and approved by the Coinmission. (Sec CIGfCMA's Application for 

Rehearing, pp. 9-10; SoCalGas' AppJic~tion fot Rehearing, pp. 6-7.) This claim has no 

merit. 

In 0.98-07~ 100, wc wetc not retroactively reallocating the "surcharges!' 

Rather, we WCre merely correcting an erro.neous classification of the "surcharges" 

resulting front the stepdown"s, and based on this corrected information, permitting the 

allocation issue to be considered during the limited rehearing. The correction and the 

determination in the limited rehearin·g would date back to D.97-04·082, which is the 

decision where the error was comntittcd. Thus, nunc pta tunc effect would be given to 
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the correction in 0.98·07-100 (the rehearing order for 0.97·04·082) and the 

dctcmlinations in the decision resulting from the limited rehearing. 

Public Utili tics Code Section 1736 penllits the Commission to give a 

decision on rehearing such an effect. 'Ibis statutes provides: 

"If, after such rehearing and consideration of aU the facts, 
including those arising since the making of the order Or 
decision, the [C]ommission is of the opinion that the original 
order or decislon or any part thereof is in any respect unjust or 
unwarranted, and should be changed, the [C}ommissioI\ may 
abrogate, change, or modify it. Theordet or decision 
abrogating, changing, Or mOdifying the original order Or 
decision shall have the same force and effect as an original 
order or decisiol'l, but shan not affect any rightor the 
enforcement orany right arising from or by virtue of the 
original order or decision unless so ordered by the . 
[C]ommission." (Pub. Util. Code, §1736.) 

Further. the fact that the tariO's were reviewed and made effective on June I, 

1997, by the Energy Division does not prevent us from correcting an error, and pennilting 

the "rates already in place to bc subject to refund.u The law against retroactive 

ratemaking does not prevent us from correcting mistakcs. As discussed above, the 

Commission can correct the mistake and give nunc pro tunc effect as to the correction. 

Moreover, we havc the authority to promu1gate an interim rate that is subject 

to refund after we grant rehearing. (City of los Angeles v. Publie Utilities Cont(l97S) 

J 5 Ca1.3d 680, 707.) Thus, the Commission acted lawfully when it allowed the tariffs 

that ~came ctlcctlvc June I, 1997- to remain in place, and to subject them to any 

adjustment depending on the outcome ofthe limited rehearing. 

Ifwc wete to agrec with these applicants' retroactive ratentaking assertion, 

then we could never fix an inaccuracy whether the correction favored the ratepayers, a 

class of ratepayers or a public utility. Obviously, we have discretion to correct our own 

errors, and (0 assure that our determinations arc correct. \Ve would be remiss in our 

- IS· 
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constitutional and statutory duties if we did not correct an error that we saw in our 

decision. especially one that is related to an issue raised in a rehearing application. 

s. The allegation that the CommissIon has prejudged the 
categorization of the FERC "surcharges" as ITCS C()sts is 
without merit. 

In its application for rehearing, Edison argues that we have cOJllmitted legal 

error by prejudging the outcome of the rehearing authorized by 0.98-07-100. (Edison's 

Application for Rchearing~ pp. 16·17.) It makes this argument because D.98-01-1 00 

determined that the "surcharges" were not new costs, but ITCS costs. Edison claims that 

the definition of the stepdo\'tll surcharges was an issue in the linlited rehearing, and thUS. 

D.98-01-IOO had prejudged the issue. 
-

Edison is simply wtong in asserting that D.98-01-100 granted a rehearing to 

determine what these surcharges were. As discussed above, that detennination was made 

and fully explained in D.98-01-100. (Sec 0.98-07-100, pp. 8-11; sec also, the discussion 

above as to why this detetnttnation was factually and legally correct.) \Ve granted a 

limited rehearing on the issues concerning the allocation between core and noncorc of the 

"surcharges," and not on the issue of what these surcharges were. (See the issues posed 

in 0.98-01-100, pp. li-l3 and 18-19, for the limited rehearing.) In crafting the issues for 

the limited rehearing\ we were careful to not prejudge the allocation issues. Therefore, 

this allegati9n of prejudgment is without merit. 

6. The Commission Is not Inconsistent on Its treatment of the 
"surcharges" associated with the stepdowns by tustomers 
other than SoCatGas. 

In their joint rehearing application, SCUPP and llD argue that we erred in 

granting rehearing on the question of whether the surcharge costs associated with capacity 

stepdown by pipeline customers other than SoCalGas should be allocated (0 the ITCS.! 

:t The Commission granted a limited rehearing on the aJlocation of these ('osts be~a!lse these particular 
costs werc lum~d in with the other stepdo\m cOsts, which were erroneousl)' allocated in D.91·0-t-082. 

-16· 
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Thc)' reasoned that since we found that thesc specific costs werc "new costs" and not 

ITCS costs, the Commission acted inconsistently in making them "eligiblc for allocation 

to the IICS." (SCUppnID's Application for Rehearing.) This argument has no merit. 

In D.98·07- I 00, we did not make these "new costs" eligible for allocation to 

the lIes. Rathert we posed the queslions for rehearing as to how these new costs should 

be allocated. \Ve asked ifthesc costs should be treated in the same manner as the costs 

resulting from SoCalGas' stepdowns on EI Paso and Transwestem, which are collected 

through the ITCS. \Ve also asked whether we should treat these "new costsU differently." 

(0.98-07-100, pp. 13 & 19 [Ordering Paragraph No.4].) Accordingly, contrary to this 

argument raised by SCUPP and 110, we did not act inconsistently in granting rehearing 

on the allocation of these "new costs." 

7. D.98-07-100 ,Is not contrary to Senate BiII 1602. 

In their appJication for rehearing, SCUPP and liD argue that D.98-07-100 is 

inconsistent with the recently enacted S.B. 1602 (Stats. 1998, ch. 401.). This new statute 

added Section 328 to the Public Utilities COde, which provides: 

"The (C]ommission may investigate issues associated with 
the further restructuring of natural gas services beyond 
decisions made prior to July 1, 1998. If the (CloJ1lmission 
determines that further natural gas industry restructuring for 
core customers, as considered in Rulcmaking 98·01·01 I, 
including, but not limited to. opening or changing competitivc 
markets, establishing consumer protection standards, or 
unbundling costs, rates or services, is in the public interest, 
the [C]ommission shall submit its findings and 
recommendations to the Legis1aturc. Prior to January 1,2000, 
the (C]ommission shall not enact any such gas industry 
restructuring decisions. Any [C]omillission natural gas 
rc.stnlcturing decisions for core customers, as considered in 
Rulcmaking 98·01·011 enacted prior to the effective date of 
this seelion, but after July 1, 1998, shall not be enforced." 
(Pub. Util. Code, §328.) 
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Rulemaking (R.) 98-01-0 II is the Commission's efforts to restmcturc the natural gas 

industry. It was issued on January 21, 1998 and is comlllonly called the "Gas Strategy" 

or "The Green Book." 

Specifically, in their joint rehearing application, SCUPP and 110 slate "[t]he 

unbundling of interstate pipeline costs from core rates and the allocation of stranded costs 

arising from core unbundling ate among the issues being considered in R.98-01·011." 

Thus, they reasoned that U[rJemoving the cost ofinlerstate pipeline surcharges from core 

rates is nothing more than partial unbundling and the concomitant shifting of such costs 

from COre customers to the Ircs mechanism." Accotdingty~ they argue that "it would be 

unlawful fot the Commission, prior to January 1,2000, to implement 0.98-01-100 to alter 

the method for allocating Ires costs between the core and noncore established in 0.92-

01-025." (SCUPPIIID's Application for Rehearing, pp. 12-13.) 

The assertion that the Commission has violated S,B. 1602 is without merit. 

SCUPF's and liD's argument that the limited rehearing to consider an allocation of the 

ITCS costs (as related to the "surcharges" resulting fronl the stepdowns) different from 

0.92-07-025 constitutes partial unbundling is simply wrong. The detemtinations in D.98-

01-100 do not constitute any sort of unbundling, as contemplated in the Gas Strategy. 

(See R.98-01-001, pp. 44-41.) The limited rehearing granted in 0.98-01·100 in no way 

uunbundlesu interstate pipeline demand charges from core rates. Rather, in 0.98-01-100, 

we onl}: grantcd a limited rehearing to correct the error in 0.97-04-082, and to provide 

the parties with notice and an opportunity to present untainted evidence on those issues of 

whether the Commission should change the allocation adopted in 0.92·07·025, as it 

relates to the usurchargcsH resulting from the S(CpdOWI1S. These wcre issues involved in 

the 1996 SoCalGas BCAP proceeding. As we stated: "Although the issues were raised 

during this proceeding, the record is not adequate to help us consider all aspects, ...• n 

(0.98-01·100, p. 12.) Accordingly, D.98·07·100 is not inconsistent with S,B. 1602 . 

• 18-
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THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that: 

I. The following sentence shall be added at the end of page II of 
D.98-07·100: 

HThercfore. we will modify 0.97-04-082 to eliminate this 
incorrect assumption." 

2. D.98-07·100 shall be modified on page 18 to add an ordering paragraph. 

which will be numbered 2a, and which will contain the following language: 

"2a. 0.97-04-082 is modified as follows: 

a. The third paragraph in the Discussion on pages-'4i.7S is 
deleted, and replaced with the following paragraphs: 

'SoCalGas has described the surcharges resulting 
from SoCalGas' stepdowns on the El Paso and· 
Transwestcm pipelinesasn~w costs. \Ve do not 
agree that these particular stepdowns have resulted 
in any ~ew costs fot us to allocate. Rather the . 
transition costs we have previously assigned to the 
noncoie have been merely reduced by the FERC 
settlements. Thus, we will maintain our established 
policy framework until we have reviewed our 
transition cost policy in a generic, statewide 
proceeding. In return for receiving all of the benefits 
of shedding cost responsibility for 750 MMcfld of 
interstate capacity, noncotc and wholesale (Ust()JllerS 
will pay the pipeline surcharges which result from 
the capacity stepdowns. SoCalGas will allocatc the 
Transwcstem "shared cost surchargcU and the EI 
Paso "risk sharing amount" or c'ieservation add·onH 

to the ITCS account. Accordingly, this allocation 
will be consistent with the assignn\cnt ()ftransition 
costs between the core and noncore set forth in D.92-
07-025.' 

b. The language in Finding of Fact No. 58, on page 174 
is deleted, and replaced by the following language: 

'Contrary to SoCatGas' asscrtlon j the "surcharges" 
arc not new costs, but the same transition costs that 
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noncore customers were responsible for under the 
capacity brokering decisions as ITCS costs.' 

c. Finding of Fact No. 61 on page 174 is modified to 
read: 

'We should maintain the established framework 
regarding the allocation of all capacity stepdowns. 
The assignment oftransition costs between the cote 
and noncore shall be consistent with the allocation 
set forth in D.92-07-02S! 

d. The following should be added to D.97-04.082, On page 
182, as Conclusion ofLa\\t No. 12: 

'lbe allocation of the "surchatgesu sh(mld be 
consistent with the assignment 6ftransitiol\ costs 
between core and noncore as set forth in D~92-07-
025.' " 

3. The first paragraph on page 12 ofD.98·07-100 (lines 1-13) is deleted and 

replaced by the following paragraph: 

"Although we erred in D.97·04·p82 by allocating the 
"surcharges" in a 11~anner inconsistent with previous capacity 
brokering decisions (in particular, D.92-07-0~5), we next 
consider whether thc tecord is adequate to support a different 
allocation, the one adopted in D.97-04·082. Our review of 
the record for this proceedings indicates that the record is not 
adequate. \'1e observc that much of the available evidence as 
to the benefits to the core and nonCOre was premised on the 
incorrect assumption that the "surcharges" were new costs. 
Thus, such evidence was tainted and \\'as not reliable, and 
accordingly, not adequate. (D.98·07.IOO, p. 12.) Also, we 
note that arguabl)' there might have been some testimony, 
albeit small, that might not have been tainted, but our review 
of this evidence raises some serious questions as whether this 
evidence was so generalized and speculative as (0 be not 
adequate. Rather than rely on this evidence, we believe that 
reasonable decision-nlaking and fairness dictates the granting 
ofa Ihilited rehearing ('0 pennit the parties to pre,sent reliable 

-20· 
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and legally suOicient cvidence for us to consider. (Sec Cal. 
'Vater & Tel. Co. v. Public Uti). Com. (1959) 51 Cal.2d 478~ 
495.) \Ve will grant a limited rehearing sO that interested 
parties can address the following questions. spccifieally as 
thc)' relate to the "surchargesH resulting fCOni the 
relinquishments of capacity on EI Paso and Transwestem, and 
not on any other ITeS related issue·s:u 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 

4. The applications for rehearing of 0.98-07 -100, as modi fi~d, are denied. 

S. The Joint Appeal to Fufl Com~lission of Assigned Commissioner's Ruling, 

filed November 10, 1998 and the Joint Appeal to Full Commission of Administrative Law 

Judge's Ruling of September 16, 1998. filed October 26. 1998. are denied. consistent with 

the determinations in this decision. The ALJ Ruling of September 16, 1998. on the scope 

of the issues for the limited rehearing granted in 0.98-01-100 is affirn\ed. 

6. '[be ALJ's Ruling ofF~bruary 9, 1999 which denies SoCalGas l Motion to 

Suspend Procedural Schedule is affirmed. 

lllis order is effective today. 

Dated March 4, 1999, at San Francisco. California. 
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